Summit Range Association
Minutes of February 5, 2015 Summit Community Center Meeting
Meeting called to order at 7:01 pm by President Brian Denison
Present were: Brian Denison, Tom Little, Merle Schultz, Thekla Schultz,
Ken Kalaf, Aaron Byrne, Gary Cushner.
Secretary’s minutes from last meeting approved.
Treasurers Report - $505 from vault proceeds. $417 spent in supplies.Sold
$792 on ebay from donated items. $20 in fees. Funds not yet available.
$784.Assets of $5805 in cash.
Brad sent an email saying one of the buyers posted great comments and
that will boost sales in the future. Brian said all feedback was very positive.
Merle said Brad said we are limited to the number of items we can post at
one time until we establish our credibility.
Treasurers Report approved.
Rangemaster’s report approved. Number of documented visits is down
because of limited RSO hours this month. Merle reported he wrote letters
to all who had not done 8 hours/month requesting they return their vests,
keys, hats, etc. but no response had yet been received. He also wrote
letters to those who did some but less than 8 hours requesting they
increase their hours. Mike May said he would do more and Brendon Stack
and Doug Scott responded by resigning. Brian said by the end of February
he would be able to put in more hours.
It was agreed that more RSO training needed to occur this spring. A date
should be set soon. Discussion occurred about why volunteers were not
meeting their commitment. Merle suggested up front payment for supplies
with a refund at the end of the year if commitment was fulfilled. It was
agreed that we would advertise and include cost of training with refund
upon fulfillment. It was also suggested that during training, trainees be
asked to make a specific commitment to cover a specific day of the month.
Merle will have surgery on Feb. 26 but will be able to RSO a few weeks
later but will not be able to lift.
Contractors pre-bid meeting report by Brian. Lots of interest from
contractors- 15 people were contractors. Some questions regarding the
bidding from a contractor. One thought the bid insulation requirements
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alone would be 25k. Brad looked into it and found it more like 10k. Bids are
due Feb. 10 at the landfill offices by 2pm. Aaron said things will go
quickly once bids are in. Contractor will be able to order the toilets.
One bidder thought the work would take more like 60 days rather than 45.
Brian emphasized that we want it done by July 4th weekend. Aaron said it
was up to us. Brian said weather permitting we could shut the range down
earlier but we don’t want miss the 4th of July for an opening.

NRA grant: Tom said grant was approved but he didn’t have the exact
amount. Tom said we received approx. $5000. Brian said we could cut out
the 1k for advertising. They will allow us to buy the pistols. We can cut the
200 rounds per person down. .225 and .308 were the calibers we put in
for. Discussion of prices of ammo. Ken said he could order it for us and get
cheaper price.
Liability issue re the grant: We have no liability coverage. Disagreement
depending on who we talk to. Lockton says we have coverage. Cost for
instructors is $270 year. Tom said he would hear from NRA in the next 2
weeks. There is a 6-8 week window where everything has to be done. We
are planning to offer Women on Target in August. We need an RSO at
each station, not necessary that they all be instructors. Instructor bylaws
say we need an instructor for every 2 people. We have 5 instructors. Brian
and Merle are only certified for pistol instructing. Details of instructors will
be worked out later.
Trees and water system was discussed. Needs are flatten top of berm,
cover with soil and mulch. Discussed need to obtain water source for a
gravity feed system. Delivered water is $150 for 500 gallon. Aaron says
landfill has a water tank but landfill would work if gravity fed from the truck.
Discussed concern that exposed tank will be full of bullet holes. Discussed
unlikelihood of being able to protect above-ground tank. Trees will arrive
mid-May. FDRD will have a crew available on June 24. Discussed tank
excavation to bury tank in berm.
Shooting Trees: Steel Ops is redesigning the trees. They will rebuild them
with no future guarantee. It was an experiment and we’ll see how it holds
up.
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Range Maintenance items: We have backers. We need to look for more
backers, some way to do it cheaper. $135 for 20 backers from conveyor
belt. Backers may last only a couple weeks. We had 100 backers which
lasted a year. Solar charger was left plugged in, ran the battery completely
down. Solar tried to charge and blew a fuse. Solar not able to recharge
enough. Couldn’t tell whether battery actually froze. Plan to take battery
out and charge it at home and then see if it works.
Heater has been working well but ran out of propane so Merle replaced it
with one of his.

Additional business. Final plans for bid are available for review if anyone
wants to look at them. Aaron says we don’t have to take the lowest bid.
County says we can take the best qualified bid. Decision will be made by
Aaron, the engineer and SRA. Decision can be made in 2 days or 2 weeks
but we need to get the ball rolling soon because the contractor will have a
lot to do. If we do not get any bids within our budget, we will have to decide
what priorities are.
Action Items:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set date for RSO training –Merle and Brian
Determine status of Steel Ops redesign - Brian
Check out solar battery – Merle and Tom
Decision on bids - Aaron & SRA

Meeting adjourned at 8:29pm.
Submitted by:

Thekla Schultz
Treasurer
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